Study of Smoking Effects on Total WBCs Count and Phagocytic Activity of Clinical Laboratories Workers Blood in Al-Muthana Governorate

Abstract
Clinical Laboratory workers undergo a periodic checkup as biosafety management’s procedures; due to that, they are in continuous exposure to pathogens during such work. Smoking is a problem for healthy peoples, but as laboratory technicians, this subject was not under seeking before. Total WBCs count is a test listed in the clinical form depended by Ministry of Health, while phagocytosis activity is not. These two clinical parameters were estimated in this research in healthy volunteers Blood; working in Al-Muthana Governorate clinical laboratories, NBT test was used for Neutrophils activity evaluation. Results showed elevation in WBCs Total Counts and decrease in phagocytic activity; smoking caused more elevation in total count and lower percentages of active phagocytic Neutrophils comparing with the non-smokers obtained values. Conclusion: Periodic checkup in Iraq should be updated and smoking status must be included.
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INTRODUCTION

Smoking is an important pollution factor, it is a fact that it is a public health problem; it affects both smoker and non-smoker peoples via passive smoking. Clinical laboratories employees are in continuous danger to Laboratory-associated infections or laboratory-acquired infections, which suggests that unique risks are associated with the laboratory work site due to contact with patients as biological hazard, chemical and physical materials, from that point several tests for workers in laboratory are periodically done to ensure their safety [1].

From another point, bad treatment for medical wastes and low hygiene play critical role in transmission of infection even among workers themselves. Smoking cause many clinical parameters to be imbalanced, total WBCs count can be affected and function of these blood cells too. White blood cells are the major component of the body's immune system, when their number or function is affected; the immune system rigidity will be broken and infections will occur easily [2]. Smoking is a major health hazard as stated by [3], and always non–smokers are healthier than smokers more over saving money, nonsmoking would save money spent on health care too. Tobacco smoke contains over 4000 chemicals in the form of particles and gases. Many potentially toxic gases are present in higher concentrations inside stream smoke than in mainstream smoke and nearly 85 % of the smoke in a room results from side stream smoke [3].

Biosafety is an important issue in laboratory settings worldwide and especially in developing countries where standard operating procedures (SOP) are weak. There is a periodic checkup applied usually on clinical laboratory workers in Iraq as biosafety management, but smoking is not listed in that checkup form. This study will focus light on being clinical laboratory workers and smoker at the same time, and what consequences can be recorded on Immune system WBCs health [4-5].

Total WBCs count and phagocytic activity evaluation are two parameters of innate immunity efficiency. Phagocytosis serves a dual role: as an innate immune effector as well as a bridge between the innate and acquired immune responses. It is an important link between specific and nonspecific immune responses, characterized by the establishment of immunological memory made possible by clonal expansion of effector lymphocytes and somatic mutation and germ line recombination of antigen receptors [6].

Neutrophils are the microphagocytes; they are the first cells that arrive upon any inflammation induction, hence their activity is linked with good and healthy immune system since they are the guardians for human body from any outer invasion. When the immune system is healthy, the neutrophils are with good relative number, effective, that means they are able to generate phagocytosis properly, and effectively [7].
Estimation of phagocytic cells activity to eliminate foreign bodies give a view about clinical case even when there is no clinical signs appear on individuals .There are many ways and methods used for that purpose, using Nitro-Blue Tetrazolium test (NBT) is one of the most common tests used to evaluate phagocytic activity of neutrophils [8].

Materials and Methods
Materials
Samples: 20 blood samples were collected during a study, they were collected randomly from adult healthy volunteers, males, with no clinical signs. Laboratory workers aged from (24 - 46 years), they were all working in the clinical laboratories of Al-Muthanna Governorate hospitals, this research was performed during (October 2014 to April 2015).

Collection and Treatment of Blood Samples: Four milliliters (4 ml) of blood were taken by venipuncture from all individuals involved in this study. Samples were put in heparinized tubes and gently mixed; heparin concentration was 10 – 20 % IU/ml; heparin was used instead of EDTA, due to EDTA toxic effects on phagocytes viability [9].

Data collection: In a record used during this research each data about the person involved in the study was listed, Data included age, marital status, residency, either smoker or not, history record of health and any other information can serve the research, Appendix A.

Appendix A

(Data Collection Form)

Name:
Career:
Hospital:
Age:
Gender:
Marital status:
Health record:
Employment period:
Smoker; Yes --------- No,---------
Others:

Solution:
• Diluting fluid for total WBCs count, this fluid was prepared as recomended by [9], Solution was kept in dark condition until use.
• Leishman’s Stain, This stain (Fluka; Germany) was prepared as [9], and kept in a glass bottle inside the incubator at 37°C, till it was used.
• Nitro-blue Tetrazolium Preparation (NBT), this dye was manufactured by Sigma (USA), and prepared as [10]. This dye solution must be freshly made for each batch.
of tests. This step was made carefully since this dye is highly toxic and its powder is volatile.

Methods

- **Total WBCs count:** Total WBCs count performed using prepared WBCs diluting fluid and the neubauer Haemocytometer chamber (Germany), test was done as [8].

  The following equation was performed in calculation values which were obtained in cells/ml:
  
  \[
  \text{Total WBCs} = \frac{\text{Total cells count}}{4 \times \text{dilution factor (DF)}} \times 10.
  \]

- **Nitro-blue tetrazolium (NBT) Test**

  This test is one of standard neutrophils function tests, it involves the detection of respiratory oxidative burst activity in neutrophils via the ability to reduce NBT dye after mixing with heparinized blood with equal volumes. This test was used to evaluate neutrophils activity. This test operated as [10]. Whereas 100 cells of neutrophils were randomly selected and identified whether they were positive or negative (concerning the presence of Formazan particles), results recorded as percentages.

**Statistical Analysis.** Mean value calculations was the only statistical test used in this research results, this test was applied on the (20) relative value of both positive and negative results [11].

Results

From (20) individuals included in this study, recorded data cleared that there were (12) individuals from Al-Hussien Hospital ,and (8) were from Gyncoloy and Pediatric Hospital. Also there were (11) smoker (55 %) and, (9) non smoker (45 %).Residency outcomes showed that there were (11) workers from Al-Sammawa town and (2) workers from Al-Rumytha town,and , (3) workers from Al-Khader town and (4) workers from Al-Muthanna country sides (villages). Ages ranged (24 - 46) with an average (30.5) years. Employment period ranged (3 - 14) years.Clinical parameters results, Appendix B Table 1,

**Appendix B**

**Table (1). Total WBCs results for smoker and non-smoker employees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>Case status</th>
<th>No. of cases</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Total WBCs average (cell/ml)</th>
<th>NBT +%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Smoker</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55 %</td>
<td>10325 *</td>
<td>58 %**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Non-Smoker</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45 %</td>
<td>9375</td>
<td>64 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>9850</td>
<td>61 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: normal reference range depended in this study was (4,500 to 10,000 cells/ml); [9].

**: normal value depended in this study was higher than (60% +); [12].

The total WBC values obtained range was (17000 – 2700 cell/ml) with an average of (9850 cell/ml), the average of non smoking worker values is (9900 cell/ml) , and for smoking employees is (10325 cell/ml).The normal reference values that depended in this study was (4,500 to 10,000 cells/ml) [9].Concerning phagocytic activity estimation using NBT test; normal reference range is higher than (60 % +); [12]. Accordingly, there were (11) individuals recorded with decreased values of positive reaction and were lower than standard reference value with a percentage mean (58%). While values recorded in non- smokers (9) persons from the total 20
volunteers involved in this study were obtained normal with an average percentage (64 %), Picture 1.

**Picture (1). Blood film for healthy laboratory workers under oil immersion X100, shows Neutrophils with positive reaction to NBT-Test (black crystals inside Neutrophils are the Formazan particles).**

**Discussion**

First of all, our results restricted with male gender inorder to avoid Menstruation period effects on the total WBCs count because this factor influence on the results as recommended by [8].

Our findings showed that total WBCs mean value that obtained was (10150 cell/ml) for all samples was elevated comparing with normal range. Regarding mean values for smokers and non smoker. Outcomes showed that, there was an increase in most of the values gained, this outcome is inagreement with the results of [13], whereby they found a significant difference between total WBCs count values of males working as employees in laboratories and the general population.

Another study of [14], they found that there was total leukocytes elevated significantly during preventive medical check-ups in work places in both genders and they concluded that smoking can increase WBCs total count and affect lung function. From another point view,continuous exposure of laboratory workers can increase WBCs production and hence their count in peripheral blood elevates markedly, this opinion was supported by [15], they stated that exposure to some pathogens can rise up leukocytes counts due to over production of them.

Concerning smoking, it was obvious from our results that smoking had a bad effect on laboratory Workers, smokers leveles were higher than non smokers, these findings were in agreement with those of [14], they analyzed the relationship between WBCs count and smoking which found it affecting significantly by elevating WBCs Total Count.

During their research, Valiathan and his colleagues found that smoking make immune profile worse when there is another infection compained with smoking or in another word smoking can accelerate disease progression, these statement can support our results since our cases were indirect contact with pathogens [16].
This study showed that the results of total WBCs counts for smokers are different from non-smoker workers in that they were higher, the scientists Gabriel [17]; stated that total WBCs should be always on the check-up of workers, because it is related to the health status and smoking health hazards. Indications for a WBCs count include infectious and inflammatory diseases; leukemia and lymphoma; and bone marrow disorders. Interfering factors: Acute emotional or physical stress can increase WBCs counts [17].

In Iraq, total WBCs is one of the most important tests in all check-up and followup profiles, [18], result for workers are usually recorded periodically each season and when the employee showed abnormal value, he/she will be given permission to rest and medication to recover clinically and other tests will be performed to make view clear about his case, there is no item in all checkup lists mentioning either employee is smoker or not, as in the lists of other developed countries periodic check up (WHO) ; hence; it is necessary to include the item of smoker or non-smoker because of its effects on the levels of total WBCs count as cleared from our obtained results.

Nitro-blue tetrazolium reduction, NBT is not usually used in ordinary clinical laboratories. It is mostly used for research purposes since this dye is highly toxic, volatile powder and too expensive as stated by [10]. Formazans have been studied extensively because of their ready accessibility, diverse chemical reactivity, broad spectrum of biological activities and wide range of applications [19].

Our outcomes gave clue that smoking can be considered as influencing factor on phagocytes activity and made them less effective, there were (11) persons recorded as smokers, (6) individuals among them had low values than accepted normal level, hence there is an indicator that smoking affected on phagocytes activity, since (6) from (11) smokers had decreased values in another word (54.56) from the total smokers had decreased values for NBT positive.

Baker and his team suggested that programs to quit smoking should be planned for employees because of health consequences and costs for health care, medication and continuing to smoking [20].

The CDC (center of diseases control in USA) releases reports usually under the name (consequences of smoking), in the report of 2004, they evaluated the harm of smoking by that overall health in smokers is poorer than in nonsmokers mentioning the blood components function [21].

From another point view, the scientists, [22], investigated the polymorphnuclear phagocytes activity in phagocytosis and killing in workers occupationally exposed to toxic substances, they found that neutrophils activity in engulfment and killing was impaired as their results showed. These observations support our results; since more than a half of our volunteer workers had decreased values [22].

The world health organization (WHO) has listed total WBCs count among the Periodic Medical Examination or screening for Laboratory Employees, as a recommendation in the medical programs of this organization [23].

Conclusions
1. Laboratory worker WBCs Total Count values are elevated in laboratory workers comparing with normal range values. Smoking (active smoking) caused WBCs counts elevated in smokers comparing with non-smoker workers.
2. Laboratory workers were suffering from decreased NBT+ values, and smokers results suggested that there is a big link between smoking and low Neutrophils activity in laboratory workers peripheral Blood.
3. There is a defect in follow-up of periodic preventive check up of laboratory workers in Iraq and it should be updated.
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